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The primary intent of this degree paper is to discuss
the current problems confronting Title II of the Social
Security Act. An attempt has also been made to highlight
the four major problems, namely the short and long-term
financing problems, the negative effects on savings, the
benefit increase dilemma, and the mandatory nature of the
program, as well as presenting divergent viewpoints of many
authorities on these problems.
The social security program is very important to mil
lions of elderly and disabled Americans. Without it, the
economic hardships for these groups of people would be
unbearable.
The data for this study were obtained from books,
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I. INTRODUCTION
On August 14, 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
signed into law the Social Security Act, This legisla
tion was originally intended as a social insurance to
guarantee replacement of income loss through retirement,
disability, or death. In the beginning, the program was
based on the equal relationship between the worker's con
tribution to the system and benefits received after his or
her working years. The social Security Act of 1935, there
fore, established a federally mandated retirement program
primarily for workers in industry and commerce.
The legislative history of the act makes clear that
the Social Security program was intended to provide only
a basic type of income in old age, allowing individuals
to build further income protection by other alternatives.
As the years passed, the system evolved into a huge and
virtually uncontrollable income redistribution system
guaranteeing a minimum retirement income to almost all
Americans and eligible aliens„
The Social Security Administration administers three
separate and distinct programs. The first, Title II deals
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with Old-Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI). The second,
Title XVI deals with Disability Insurance (DI), better
known as Supplemental Security Income (SSI), and the last
program is the Health Insurance (HI).
Title II deals with the insurance component of Social
Security. The trust fund of this program pays benefits to
beneficiaries as a result of retirement, death, disability,
or illness. This trust fund is paid for by the payroll tax,
and benefits are received based on the amounts an individual
pays into the system. An individual must be insured under
the Social Security program before benefits can be paid to
him or any member of the family. The number of quarters
(The twelve calendar months are divided into 4 quarters) of
coverage credited to an individual's Social Security record
determines the insured status. The quarters of coverage are
earned by working at a job covered under Social Security.
Different formulas are used to determine the amount of earn
ings that will equal a quarter of coverage depending upon
the year. The more one pays into the system, the more one
receives in income benefits. Since these benefits are
considered earned, they are paid regardless of need.
Title XVI is the welfare segment of Social Security.
The trust fund for this program pays benefits to beneficiaries
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solely because they need these benefits and not because
they have paid for them. This trust fund is paid for by
the taxpayers. In order to receive benefits under Title
XVI, an individual has to provide evidence of financial
need and must be 65 or older, blind, or disabled.
The final program under the Social Security system is
the Health Insurance, commonly known as Medicare. Medicare
provides comprehensive hospital and medical insurance pro
tection to the aged, disabled, and those suffering from
chronic kidney disease.
The hospital insurance benefits are paid for a person
who has attained the age of 65 or older who is eligible
for, but not necessarily receiving,a monthly benefit from
Social Security. For a person 65 or older who is not eli
gible for Social Security monthly benefits that person pays
the full cost for the insurance protection. The Social
Security Handbook states that, Medicare hospital insurance
helps pay for four kinds of care. The four kinds of care
are: (1) inpatient hospitalization, (2) medically
necessary inpatient care in a skilled nursing facility
after a hospital stay, (3) home health care, and, (4) hospice
care.
^^U. S. Department of Health and Human Services, social
Security Handbook, 1984 (Washington, D. C: Government
Printing Office, 1984), p. 353.
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The medical insurance benefits are paid for through
monthly premiums automatically taken out of the monthly
benefits of the person enrolled in the program. In some
cases, the state will pay the premium for the person.
Medicare medical insurance can help pay for (1) doctor's
services, (2) outpatient hospital care, (3) outpatient physi
cal therapy and speech pathology services, (4) home health
care, and (5) many other health services and supplies which
are not covered by Medicare hospital insurance.^
The problem confronting Social Security is so closely
tied with our daily lives that one tends to forget the im
pact the social security system has made on our society and
the achievement it represents in satisfying peoples' desires
for security. Access to Social Security has become a funda
mental human right. The challenge that faces the government
today is restoring confidence in the Social Security system.
The social Security program is absolutely essential to the
economic survival of millions of elderly and disabled persons.
In recent years, however, the Title II program has come under
attack for several reasons, one being its financial problems.
The purpose of this study,, therefore, is to examine the major
problems confronting Title II of the Social Security program.
2Ibid,, p. 365.
II.. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
The social Security Administration (SSA) is housed
under the Department of Health and Human Services. Its
functions are to provide assistance to the general public
in areas such as retirement, death, illness or disability.
The Region IV headquarters office of the Social security
Administration is located in Atlanta. This office serves as
the headquarters for Social Security administration offices
in the states of Alabama, Florida, Kentucky, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina and Tennessee. In the metro-
Atlanta area, there are four district offices and four branch
offices.
The writer served as an intern in the district office
located in downtown Atlanta. The personnel in this office
consists of a district manager, an assistant district manager,
a staff assistant, an administrative assistant, a field
representative, two operations supervisors, a clerk, six
service representatives, ten claim representatives, a tele
typist, two claims development clerks, two data review
technicians, and four student workers.
Internship Experience
The writer served as a co-operative education intern
with SSA from October 1, 1984 to January 18, 1985. It was
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the responsibility of the writer to interview clients
and provide information to the public on programs that
involve benefits, and obligations of the claimants. The
writer explained the requirements of benefit programs and
informed claimants of necessary action to take. The writer
also assisted claimants in preparing required documents,
and explained the agency's eligibility and appeals proce
dures .
Part of the internship responsibility included reading
assignments dealing with Title II and Title XVI regulations
and attending all training sessions in both programs.
III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
To millions of Americans, the Social Security program
provides them with a monthly check that helps to alleviate
their financial burdens. To millions of others, the program
gives assurance that they too will be taken care of in their
old age or when they are not able to work. According to
George Church, Ronald Reagan . . . called it "a political
football" kicked around by "demagoguery" and "falsehoods."
To one of the President's advisors it is "the most sacred
cow we have around here." What is this sacred cow? It
is the social security system, the nation's largest and most
criticized social program.
The sacred cow has come under severe attacks recently
due to what many critics believe to be shortcomings of the
current system, critics have scrutinized the program from
all angles. For example, Martin Feldstein has emphasized
the program's negative effects on the economy through its
impacts on savings and capital investment. Milton Friedman
3George Church, "The Future of Social Security" in
Saving Social Security, ed. Jason Berger (New York: The H,
W. Wilson Company, 1982), p. 15.
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has emphasized the program's negative impact on the poor
and its compulsory, coercive nature. Arthur Laffer and
David Ranson have focused on the program's financial
insolvency and its negative impact on the economy because
of the effects of the payroll tax on the labor supply,
Edgar Browning has noted the political instabilities asso
ciated with the program.'*
In light of the above criticisms, this study focuses
on several of the issues that provide the basis for criticism.
Among those issues selected for discussion are short and long-
term financing problem issues, the system's negative effects
on savings, benefit increases dilemma, and the mandatory
nature of the social security program.
^Peter Ferrara, Social Security, The Inherent Contra
diction (Washington, D. C»: The Cato Institute, 1980),
po 12.
IV. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The constitution of the United States does not speci
fically assign the responsibility of social welfare to the
Federal government. Article I, Section 8 contains a rather
general clause empowering the Congress to provide for the
general welfare of the people and did not refer to the crea
tion of public social services.
Prior to the 1930's, American social welfare was managed
by private social agencies, churches and counties. The
major advantages of the Charity Organization Societies (COS)
with regard to public poor relief were as follows:
(1) COS were able to operate cheaper than
poor law authorities and would save
taxpayers money.
(2) Private charities had a wholesome
moral influence upon the clients, and
ware directed by devoted people, not
by "bureaucrats" or political appointees
and,
(3) They relied upon endowments, donations,
and voluntary contributions, and often
-9-
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had only minor expenses for salaries
and wages.
In spite of these advantages enjoyed by the COS, economic
conditions within the country compelled the government to
assume responsibilities for public welfare.
The economic depression, brought about by the crash of
the New York Stock Exchange in 1929, changed the way that
American social welfare was regarded. With the depression,
came an overwhelming increase in the number of unemployed
workers and their dependent families needing assistance of
some kind. It became obvious that the reserves of private
social agencies and churches were dwindling rapidly, due to
the tremendous strain placed upon them by the unemployed
and their families. Unemployment increased so drastically
in the fifty states that several of them applied for federal
aid. According to Josephine Brown, President Hoover refused
to consider federal aid to states which applied for help. He
thought the American way of handling the emergency, which
might be of only short duration, was through private chari
ties, supported by voluntary donations not by tax money.
5Walter A. Friedlander, Introduction to Social Welfare,




However, when Franklin Delano Roosevelt was elected
President in November 1932, the economic depression was
definitely at its peak. It was during the Roosevelt ad
ministration that the New Deal programs were instituted
and ushered in a new confidence that was critical to the
survival of the economic system of this country.
In the words of Wilbur Cohen, although temporary
emergency measures for relief land work projects under the
Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) were legis
lated, it became evident that a permanent organization of
the welfare system of the country, with the Federal govern
ment sharing in its expenditures, was necessary. On January
15, 1935, President Roosevelt sent to Congress the Economic
Security Bill. After certain amendments and changes the
bill was passed under the title of the Social security Act
and became law on August 14, 1935. ^ This act, therefore,
brought the federal government into the field of social
welfare.
President Roosevelt was deeply concerned and worried
about the welfare and security of the elderly. Although
people needed governmental intervention during this crisis,
President Roosevelt still believed that private alternatives
7Ibid., p. 127.
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were equally important. The president emphasized this
point when he stated that the government was not attempt
ing to preempt the field and that private alternatives
would still play a major role. He stated that ample scope
was left for the exercises of private initiative. In fact,
in the process of recovery, he was greatly hoping that re
peated promises of private investment and private initiative
to relieve the government in the immediate future of much
Q
of the burden it had assumed, would be fulfilled.
The Social Security Act introduced three main programs.
They are:
(1) A program of social insurance, consist
ing of a federal-state system of unemploy
ment compensation,
(2) A program of public categorical assistance
supported by Federal grants-in-aid for
three groups, including Old-Age Assistance,
Aid to the Needy Blind, and Aid to Dependent -
Children, to which a fourth category, Aid
J. Ferrara, Social security, The Inherent
Contradiction (Washington, D. C: The Cato Institute,
1980), p. 18.
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to the permanently and Totally
Disabled was added in 1950, and
(3) A program of Health and Welfare Ser
vices, providing for Maternal and
Child Health Services, Services for
Crippled Children and Child Welfare
Services.9
The Social Security Act placed the administration of
these programs under the direction of the Social Security
Board (SSB). The Board was created as an independent agency
which reported to the 'President, but an amendment in 1939
placed the Social Security Board under the newly created
Federal Security Agency (FSA). In 1945, a reorganization
of the FSA abolished the S3B and replaced it with the Social
Security Administration under a single Commissioner for
Social Security. In 1953, the SSA was placed under the new
ly established Department of Haalth, Education, and Welfare
(HEW).10 In 1980, HEW was abolished and some of its functions





Prom its enactment to the present, the Social Secu
rity Act has been amended many times to improve the protection
Social Security provides for workers and their families.
According to Robert J. Myers, the most fundamental revisions
occurred in the first amendments enacted in 1939. First,
benefits were provided to cerbain dependents of aged bene
ficiaries and to survivors of covered workers. Second, the
law was changed so that the payment of benefits would begin
in 1940 rather than in 1942. Third, benefits were tied to
average earnings over a minimum covered period, thus breaking
the link between total lifetime contributions and benefits.
The effect of the amendments was to permit payment of bane-
fits immediately to families currently in need.H However,
the most far reaching change in the 1939 amendments occurred
in the financing policy of the system. Robert Myers also
stated that, the explicit intention of creating a large trust
fund was abandoned. Instead, current benefits to the aged,
their dependents and survivors were to be financed almost
entirely out of contributions of current workers. Thus,
Hjoseoh A. Pechman, Henry J. Aaron, and Michael K.
Taussig, Social Security Perspectives for Reform (Washing
ton, D. C: The Brookings Institution, 1968), p. 23.
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the system was moved toward a cash basis (often called
a pay-as-you-go system). .*■*
In recent years, the amendments that have had an effect
on Social Security are the 1972, 1977, and 1983 amendments.
The amendments of 1972 established an automatic benefit in
crease system, with the intent of protecting benefits from
inflation. It also raised benefits provided by Title II of
the Social Security Act by 20 percent. The amendments
of 1977, adopted decoupling procedures to correct a flaw
in the existing benefit formula that over-adjusted for
inflation. The decoupling procedure changed the existing
law which permitted increases in both wage levels and prices
to influence benefit schedules for retirees. The amendment
of 1977 was the country's largest peace time tax increase
ever. The amendments of 1983 extended coverage to employees
of the Federal government, allowed inter-fund borrowing by
the trust funds, and included taxation of social security
benefits.
In the past, social security has been virtually immune
from serious criticisms. Most people accepted the program's
12ibid., p. 34.
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basic structure and method of operation. Recently, how
ever, the program's popularity has waned, and it is experienc
ing severe criticisms from virtually all directions within
the society. According to Peter Ferrara, social security
is plagued by many problems which are resulting in substantial
negative impacts on many dimensions of our economic and social
lives. These programs primarily stem from the attempt by
the program to pursue both welfare and insurance objectives.
Ferrara also maintains that, an equally serious problem is
the developing inferiority of the program to private alterna
tives .13
The system was originally devised, as a supplemental
income system to be used in conjunction with personal savings
and private pension plans. In the opinion of Richard Shultz,
the social security system as it presently exists is dis
astrous. He maintains that the original concept was well
designed but as with so many government programs, politicians
allowed relatively unchecked growth in the benefits promised
and made no provision for a cost benefit analysis.14
13Richard Shultz, Peter J. Ferrara, and Richard C. Kea
ting, "Social Security: Three points of View," personnel




On the other hand, Richard Keating shares a different
perspective on the social security system. He maintains
that the basic concepts of the present system are proper.
However, social security is faced with severe short-term and
long-range problems. This is due to the general lack of
public understanding as to how the system works and the fact
that the billions of dollars in social security trust funds
are sufficient for only a few years.^5
Social security is funded through trust funds earmarked
from taxes on wages, and these funds are not accumulated and
saved but paid out immediately; allowing only a small reserve
to be maintained in cases of temporary shortfalls in revenues.
According to June O'Neill, because social security is funded
through the formal mechanism of the trust fund, financing
problems are highly visible. In addition to the visible
short-run problems associated with maintaining the cash flow
of benefits, other basic long-run problems of social security
finance can have profound effects on economic growth and the
distribution of income, one concern focuses on the size of
the program and the desired level of benefits. Another
15Ibid., pp. 46-47.
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concern deals with the role of social security in redistri
buting income and involves the appropriate structure of
benefits as well as taxes.-^
It is quite obvious that the main causes of the problems
confronting the program are the recent combination of infla
tion and recession, which together raised social security
benefit costs and reduced tax receipts. The shortfall in
the OASI fund occurred because of a combination of lower
than anticipated revenues, due to rising unemployment and
negative real wage growth, and higher than anticipated bene
fit expenditures, due principally to high inflation rates.
According to Janice Halpern the rate of wage growth approxi
mately determines the rate at which revenues grow, while
the rate of the Consumer price Index (CPI) growth determines
the rate at which benefit expenditures increase since benefits
are indexed to the CPI» Moreover, higher unemployment
implies that fewer people contribute revenue into the trust
funds and generally leads to higher benefit expenditures since
the unemployed are more likely to take an early retirement.17
a, O'Neill, "Social Security - Fundamental Economic
problems and Alternative Financing Methods," National Tax
journal 33 (December 1980): 359.
17janice H. Halpern, "Why Another social Security Crisis,"
New England Economic Review (September/October 1980)j 9.
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The central question of the current social security
controversy is whether benefits should be curtailed to
ensure the financial stability of the system. There is
some disagreement over the degree of seriousness of the
financial condition of the social security system. Thare
is a strong consensus that exists in this country that
some action must be taken to enhance the financial status
of the social security system, opinions vary considerably.
There is little support for raising payroll taxes, but few
favor benefit cuts. Contrary to the later thought, former
Social Security Commissioner Robert Ball and Florida Con
gressman Claude Pepper, maintain that the only answer to
the social security dilemma is a substantial reduction in
the growth of benefits and considerable long-term savings
that could be achieved with comparatively modest changes,
such as raising the retirement age to 68 for those who will
retire after 2010 and reducing the benefit formula.-'-8
Numerous options have been under consideration for
restoring solvency to the social security program. Three
options suggested by Janice Halpern involve the reallocation
of a portion of the disability insurance tax to old Age
1 Q
XOA. F. Ehrbar, "Social Security Heading for the Wrong
Solution," Fortune, 13 December 1982.
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Survivors Insurance (OASI), merging two or three of the
trust funds, and pay benefits out of the combined fund, and
lastly structural changes should involve either reducing
the rate of increase of total benefit payments or finding
an additional source of revenue for the program. one
interesting idea that has gained support is a scheme de
veloped by Robert Myers. He wants to tie the annual ad
justment to wages instead of prices. The annual cost-of-
living adjustment would be 1.5 percentage points less than
the increase in average wages. w Henry J. Aaron offered
the following proposal in order to protect the social se
curity system from unanticipated economic fluctuations.
These are; (1) index benefits to the lesser of the rates
of growth of prices or of wages, (2) grant the social se
curity trust funds authority to borrow from each other and
the Treasury if reserves sink to unacceptably low levels,
and lastly, inject some general revenues into the social
security system in a carefully limited manner.21
19Janice H. Halpern, "Why Another Social security
Crisis," New England Economic Review, September/October
1980, pp. 11-12.
20
A. F. Ehrbar, "Social Security Heading for the Wrong
Solution," Fortune, 13 December, 1982.
2lHenry J. Aaron, "Social Security Can Be saved,"
Challenge 24 (November-December 1981): 7.
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According to Peter Perrara, the best way to reform
the program should entail separating out the welfare and
insurance functions of social security into two entirely
distinct programs. The welfare functions could then con
tinue to be performed by a single government program, while
the insurance functions could be performed by private, market
22
institutions„
The diversity of opinions that exists within this country
as to what is the best way to "save" the social security system
also prevails with respect to defining the nature of the pro
blem. These divergent viewpoints are dealt with in the analysis
section of this paper.
22Richard Shultz, peter J. Ferrara, and Richard c. Keating
"Social Security: Three Points of View," Personnel Administra
tor 26 (May 1981): 48.
V. METHODOLOGY
The methodological approach utilized in conducting
this study is descriptive analysis. The descriptive methods
of research attempt to describe phenomena in detail (to
describe what happened). The researcher will usually not
have a formal hypothesis but the research questions pre
suppose much prior knowledge of the problem to be investigated.
According to Claire Selltiz, et. al., descriptive studies
are not limited to any one method of data collection. However,
the fact that descriptive study may employ a wide range of
data collection techniques, it does not mean that they are
characterized by the flexibility that marks exploratory
studies.23
The methodological approach utilized in this study
allowed the writer to examine and describe the contending
perspectives and the circumstances that led to the problems
that currently confront the social security system in the
United States.
The primary data for this study ware collected through
participant observation and two high ranking individuals in
23claire Selltiz, Lawrence S. Wrightsman, and Stuart
W. Cook, Research Methods in Social Relations (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1976), p. 102.
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the Social Security Administration who are very knowledge
able about the Title II program. These individuals are
Messrs. Cornelius Burke, District Manager and carl Walker,
Regional Administrator.
Secondary sources of information were obtainad from
government documents, periodicals and books.
VI. ANALYSIS
Short and Lonq-Term Financing problems
Although the social security system is plagued by both
short and long-term financing problems, it is important to
emphasize that these problems are caused by different factors
The short-term problems are caused by fluctuations in wages,
prices, employment, inflation and periodic recessions facing
the system, on the other hand, the long-term problems re
sult from future demographic changes.
The immediate crisis facing social security is its
potential bankruptcy, and both the elderly and workers find
this situation disturbing. Bankruptcy is defined by Peter
Ferrara "as the inability of the program to fulfill all the
benefit promises it is currently making to beneficiaries."24
According to Ferrara, these promises ware made to today's
taxpayers to convince them to continue paying their taxes.
In his view, today's workers were being lulled into making
their future plans based on such promises. The inability
of the program to fulfill these promises would, therefore,
bs a major, social, economic, moral and political probleiru2^
24peter Ferrara, Social Security; Averting the crisis




The short-term financing problems have been caused
by the recent failure of wages to rise faster than prices.
Tnerefore, without an adequate contingency reserve, the
social security system is affected by the fluctuations in
wages, prices, and the rate of employment. The system is
especially sensitive to fluctuations in employment. Em
ployment levels are a major factor in the wage base and have
an effect on the number of benefit claims. High unemploy
ment encourages more people to retire early and start collect
ing benefits sooner. A study by a congressional Committee
states that: "For every 1 million workers laid off for one
month in 1980, the social security fund loses about $100
million in contributions—in other words $1.2 billion a
year.26
The major cause of the shortfalls mentioned above is
due to the recent combination of inflation and recession,
which together raised social security benefit costs and
reduced tax receipts. Inflation erodes real wages for
employed workers, which also hits the social security system,
because benefits are adjusted for inflation, payments into
the system have not been keeping up with inflation. This is
26Ed Boorstein, "Social Security Under the Gun," Poli
tical Affairs 60 (February 1981): 28.
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due to the fact that wages have been going up much less
than prices.
Moreover, the growth and expansion of the social
security program over the years have also affected the
financing of the program. Part of this growth was due
to extending coverage to more types of employment and
also adding on new types of benefits. According to June
O'Neill, the preceding decade, 1966 to 1976, had bsen
one of enormous expansion in the Social Security cash
benefit program. Beneficiaries increased by 45 percent
to 33 million persons and real annual cash benefit pay
ments increased by 115 percent.27
In reviewing the literature, several options have
been suggested by noted writers for restoring financial
solvency to the social security program. Janice Halpern has
suggested three options for short-run solutions that would
reallocate income among the trust funds. The first option
is to reallocate a portion of the DI funds to the endanger
ed OASI fund. The second option is to merge two or three
27June O'Neill, "Social Security - Fundamental Econo
mic Problems and Alternative Financing Methods," National
Tax Journal 33 (September 1980): 359.
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of the trust funds and pay benefits out of the combined
fund, or allow interfund borrowing. The final option
concerns structural changes in the social security pro
gram that would involve either reducing the rate of
increase of total benefit payments or finding an additional
source of revenue for the program.2^
June O'Neill has also offered several options that
would allow the social security system to be on the out
look for short-term financing problems. O'Neill suggests
combining the OASI and DI funds into a single fund, while
maintaining separate cost analysis for each. Furthermore,
O'Neill states that a more permanent solution for avoiding
constant crisis is to build up the trust fund reserves to
a level that would enable the system to remain solvent
during several years of spending deficits, thereby provid
ing time to evaluate the situation and make any necsssary
adjustments,J
28janice Halpern, "Why Another Social Security Crisis?,"
New England Economic Review (September/October 1980): 11-14.
29June O'Neill, "Social Security - Fundamental Economic
Problems and Alternative Financing Methods," National Tax
journal 33 (September 1980): 362.
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Richard Keating's suggestions are similar to those
made by Janice Halpern. According to Keating, the OASI
trust fund should be allowed to borrow from the other
funds. Keating further states that a more basic change
has to deal with the automatic increase (indexing) of
pensions.3^ Although the over-indexing of the 1972 So
cial Security law was fortunately corrected by the 1977
Social Security law, Keating still believes that over
indexing still exists.
The long-term finacing problem will not be felt
until after the turn of the century. The pressure will
come from a population that is aging and thus will make
more demands on social security. The problem will be com
pounded at the same time by a decline in birth rate which
will bring fewer new workers into the system. Since the
life expectancy is greater now than before, retirees will
ba collecting benefits longer. According to Jason Berger,
in 1900, the average person at 65 could expect 11.9 more
30Richard Schulz, Peter Ferrara, and Richard Keating,
"Social Security: Three points of View," Personnel Ad
ministrator 26 (May 1981): 48.
31Ibido/ p. 49.
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years of life? in 1973 a 65 year-old had 16.1 years re
maining — a 35 percent increase, compared with a 55 per
cent increase in life expectancy at birth. ^
The Roosevelt AdiTninistration created the Social se
curity system as a program dedicated to a long-term
commitment to the American people. Young people entering
the labor force now will be paying taxes into the system
for forty or fifty years. As such, the issues concerning
long-term financing should allow ample time for individuals
to adjust. According to June O'Neill, demographic variables —
fertility and mortality — have a highly significant impact on
the future financial status of social security. Because under
a pay-as-you-go system such as social security, an increase
in the ratio of beneficiaries to workers has direct implica
tions for the relation between benefits and taxes. O'Neill
further states that as the relative size of the taxpaying
population shrinks, the tax rate must rise to compensate,
if the average benefit is to rise as fast as the average
wage. ^
32
Jason Berger, ed., Saving Social Security (New York:
The H. W. Wilson Company, 1982), p. 42.
33June O'Neill, "Social Secur
problems and Alternative Financing




The financial status of the social security system over
the next fifty to seventy-five years is extremely sensitive
to the fertility rate and the mortality experience of those
born already who will, in fact,be the future retirees.
The future could possibly see an ever shrinking work
force paying steadily increasing social security taxes in
order to support a growing number of recipients. A com
pletely different view has been expressed by Ed Boorstein.
Boorstein believes that many factors can influence what
happens to the population between now and 2025 — changes
in the rate of marriage and birth, immigration, etc. To
Boorstein, immigration consists mostly of young people who
can have a particularly strong influence.34
Not only is the composition of the population important,
but also the rate of employment. Boorstein states that the
arguments about the future problems of social security seem
to assume that even by 2025 the problem of teenage unemploy
ment will not be solved and the participation rate of women
in the labor force will be no greater than it is now.35
34Ed Boorstein, "Social Security Under the Gun*1' Poli
tical Affairs 60 (February 1981): 29.
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In spite of the divergent viewpoints expressed by
these writers as to the nature of the long-term financing
problems, the fact still remains that the social security
program cannot afford to operate in the same fashion in
the future without disastrous consequences for the system.
Mandatory Nature of the program
In addition to the problems already discussed, another
major one is the mandatory nature of the program. Individual
contribation to the social security system is mandated by law.
Whether individuals should be free from government coercion
in saving for their old-age is a major issue currently be
ing debated about the program. There are supporters and
opponents of the compulsory nature of social security. In
the words of Peter Ferrara, "a law or government program
that unjustifiably restricts individual liberty, is immoral
and unjust."36
One of the major arguments against the social security
program is that if a person feels that he has better uses
for his money, he cannot voluntarily drop out of the pro
gram and forgo both taxes and benefits. It is believed by
36peter Ferrara, Social Security: The Inherent Con
tradiction (Washington, D. C.: The Cato Institute, 1980), p.
267.
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critics that if young workers were allowed to save and
invest in a retirement account the amounts they would
otherwise pay in social security taxes they could earn far
greater retirement benefits than they are currently promised
under social security. Critics of the program believe that
even the promised benefits may never be paid. Cornelius
Burke, District Manager of Social Security Administration,
asserts that "one of tha disadvantages of the system is that
one can pay into it and never get a cent out of it."37 This
is due to the fact that there is no contractual agreement
between the government and the taxpayer who contributes to
the social security system. Moreover, since no insurance
policies have ever been issued, Congress can abrogate the
whole program at any bime or revise the system as it sees
fit. Although the likelihood of this happening is very
remote, it is theoretically possible.
In spite of the fact that critics concede that on the
basis of the levels of real income prevailing in the 1930's,
it was appropriate, perhaps even necessary, for the pre
servation of the society that the government should by law
guarantee to the aged, disabled, and their dependents
"^Interview with Cornelius Burke, Social security Ad
ministration, Atlanta, Georgia, 3 January 1985.
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replacement incomes sufficient to avoid severe hardships
during that period, such a measure is not necessary today,
Moreover, critics argue that it was necessary to have re
quired workers and their employers to finance this system
with a kind of forced savings through payroll tax contri
butions; however, as real incomes continue to rise it is
not so easy to justify the requirement that workers and
their employers save through payroll tax contributions to
finance ever higher retirement incomes, all workers may
not want to save that much, or to save in that particular
time pattern and form detailed by present law.
Borrowing from the analytical framework provided by
Milton Friedman in his book entitled, Capitalism and Free
dom, peter Farrara broke down the social security system
into what he classifies as the system's various elements
of coercion into the following:
1. The requirement that individuals
must make some provision for their
old age and other contingencies
2. The requirement that this provision
be made by buying one type of insurance—
social security and,
3. The requirement that this one type of
insurance be purchased from one "seller"—
the federal government.3^
38peter Farrara, social Security; The Inherent Con
tradiction (Washington, D. C: The Cato Institute, 1980),
p. 277.
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Ferrara states that if any one of these elements
were to be eliminated, freedom and individual liberty
would be enhanced. According to him if individuals were
required by the government to accept the first element,
freedom would still be assured if individuals were allowed
to drop out of social security and pursue this goal by
alternative means of their own choice, which would eliminate
on
the remaining two elements.
on the other hand, there are important arguments for
government intervention in the savings and insurance arenas.
The federal government offers a return on savings that is
free of inflation risk, and the rates of returns are fair
to the majority of Americans. In an interview with Carl
Walker, Regional Administrator of the Office of Family
Assistance, he stated that social security has several ad
vantages as compared to pension plans. He maintains that
"in the first place, social security is universal and
'portable' because individuals can take those credits with
them wherever they go."40
39Ibid.
4^Interview with Carl Walker, Social Security Adminis
trator, Atlanta, Georgia, 19 December 1984.
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He further stated that, "benefits were received without
regard to other sources of income and were weighted in favor
of the less wealthy people. Benefits were available to
individuals without regard to income, race, creed, color,
or nationality."41
Laurenca Kotlikoff and Lawrence Summers have recently
conducted some research on the mandatory nature of social
security. Their findings indicate that forced government
saving is effective in redistributing individuals' lifetime
consumption from their youth to their old age. Furthermore,
they demonstrated that in the absence of social security,
individuals would consume significantly more in their youth
than in their old age and would consequently face an old age
of relative impoverishment.42
Negative Effects on Savings
Another problem that has received considerable attention
is the negative effect that social security has on savings.
The notion that social security contributes to decreased
savings is advanced by Martin Peldstein and is called the
41Ibid.
Colin D. Campbell, Controlling the Cost of Social
Security (Lexington, Massachusetts, An American Enterprise
Institute, 1984), p. 107.
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asset-substitution effect, un the other hand, the opposite
viewpoint that social security tends to increase savings
is championed by Alicia Munnell and is called the retire
ment effect. Both viewpoints have their own merits with
regard to the effect that social security has on savings.
The asset-substitution effect proponents argue that
not only does social security contribute to severe losses
in savings and capital investment, but also reduces nation
al income, economic growth and decreases employment. Peter
Ferrara states that part of the problem is that social se
curity was tailored to the unique economic circumstances
of the 1930's. He maintains that although these underly
ing economic circumstances have changed dramatically since
then, the basic structure of the program has remained the
same.43 The flaw that Ferrara balieves is responsible for
the serious negative economic impact of the program is the
operation of social security on a pay-as-you-go-basis.44
The money currently paid into the social security system
is not saved and invested, but immediately paid out
43Peter Ferrara, Social Security; The Inherent Con





to recipients. To Ferrara, this causes a massive decline
in capital investment, and in turn, a decline in national
income and economic growth.45
Social Security was brought into existence because of
the economic crisis facing the American people in the 1930's
Since then the economy of the United States has undergone
many drastic changes. These changes are due to several
factors such as the rapid growth of real income (until the
early 1970's), the growth of the government, increase of
women in the labor market, shift toward smaller families
and single households, increase in life expectancy, and
yet a sharp decline in the birth rate following the baby
boom. All of these changes have had an impact on social
security, particularly in the way it interacts with the
economy as a whole.
The social security system, critics argue, is in com
petition with private savings. In the words of Michael
J. Boskin, if the promise of future social security bene
fits had led people to save less privately for their own




offset by adjustments in private intrafamily intergenera-
tional transfers, then social security would have substan
tially reduced private savings in the United States over
the last several decades. Boskin further states that despite
the rapid spread of the ownership of capital to the general
population, the national rate of saving had fallen sharply
in recent years. By the end of 1978, personal saving was
less than 5 percent of personal income compared with the
average rate over the preceding half dozen years of almost
7 percent. Boskin also believes that there are many other
possible explanations for the decline in private savings in
the U. s.: the changing age structure of the population;
the growth of government programs, including social securi
ty; the heavy taxation of income from capital, especially
when our unindexed income tax system is combined with our
high rate of inflation; and inflation itself.47
Martin Feldstein is one of the staunchest critics of
the pay-as-you-go basis of the social security system, which
46Michael Boskin, "-social Security and the Economy,"
in Tn_e United States i^.rhp 1^0°,, eds. Peter Duigan and
Alvin Rabushka (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, 1980), pp. 163-164.
47Ibid., p. 164.
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he believes results in the negative effect on the economy.
Peldstein has conducted several econometric studies in this
area and documented the declines caused by social security
in savings caused by social security. He first focuses on
taxes, and then on benefits. According to Feldstein, these
two arguments are perfectly consistent with the traditional
life-cycle theory of individual consumption-saving behavior
48
that forms a fundamental part of modern economic theory.
The reduction in savings caused by social security
Feldstein argues, can be seen by looking at taxes. Feld
stein uses the example of a person with an annual income of
$10,000 who wants to save 10 percent of his total income
for his retirement without social security. With social se
curity such an individual does not have to save at all for
his retirement because the program already requires him to
pay more than 20 percent of his income into the program.
His savings will, therefore, be reduced by the full amount
of his social security taxes.43
In assessing the impact of social security on savings,
Feldstein states that the individual taxpayer may focus on
48Martin Feldstein, "Toward a Reform of Social Security,"
The public Interest 40 (summer 1975)j 74.
49Ibid., p. 75.
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banefits instead of taxes and reason that with the promise
of these benefits, he needs to save less for his retirement
on his own. The taxpayer can think of his potential social
security benefits as the equivalent of an annuity, giving
him the right to annual benefit payments of a certain amount
when he reaches sixty-five,50 Feldstein further states that
the taxpayer can therefore reduce the amount of personal
wealth he would otherwise have earned to accumulate, increas
ing his present consumption and reducing his savings while
still attaining his previously desired level of tetained
wealth.51
Again, because social security operates on a pay-as-
you-go basis, there is no offsetting effect through the
program to increase savings. The result is that total saved
wealth will decrease by the full amount of the total present
value of promised social security benefits. Feldstein defines
CO
this total present value as social security wealth. Accord




Martin Feldstein, "Social Security, Induced Retire
ment, and Aggregate Capital Accumulation," Journal of
Political Economy 82 (September-'jctober 1974): 916.
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in the economy. It is not real wealth represented by
any tangible assets. It is merely an implicit promise
that the next generation will tax itself to pay current
ly promised benefits.
The retirement effect, an entirely different view
from above, argues that social security tends to increase
savings not reduce it. The retirement effect can be attri
buted to three factors, according to Alicia Munnell. First,
social security benefits raised the lifetime income of the
first generation, encouraging older workers to consume more
leisure, second, the earnings test made it impossible to
receive full benefits without significantly cutting back
on work effort. Finally, social security may also have
affected retirement patterns by conditioning both employers
and employees to the idea that 6 5 is a normal retirement
age. Thus, by encouraging earlier retirement, the intro
duction of social security could have an offsetting positive
effect on savings, as individuals increase savings over
shorter working lives in order to provide for a longer
retirement.
53Ibido, p. 917.
54Alicia Munnell, "Social security, private pensions,
and Savings," New England Economic Review (May-June 1981):
39.
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Robert Barro studied the proposition that social
security depresses private saving. Barro notes that
the private economy was characterized by a variety of
intergenerational transfers before the introduction of
social security and that to the extent that social se
curity simply replaced the existing intrafamily tranfers
the program should have no impact on saving.55 In the
words of Barro, if the pay-as-you-go social security
system exceeds the dasired level of existing intrafamily
transfers, people will undertake offsetting measures.
For low income families, this offsetting behavior may take
the form of reduced support for elderly parents. In the
case of high income families, the parents may increase be
quests to their children to offset the children's addition
al payroll tax burden. Thus, to the extent that the social
security program is nothing more than an orderly rearrange
ment of the transfer of funds across generations, the system
will have no impact on saving.5**
55Robert Barro, The Impact of Social Security on private




Robert Eisner rejects the notion that social security
decreases saving. In a paper, Eisner argues that when in
dividuals' responses to the increased wealth from the
introduction of social security is considered in the con
text of a macro model, it appears that the program may
actually have increased saving.57 According to Eisner,
in an economy characterized by high levels of unemploy
ment, a program which encourages individuals to save less
and consuma more will actually increase aggregate saving
and capital formation. Even under conditions of full
employment, Eisner argues that the introduction of social
security need not decrease saving.58
The major critic of Feldstein's asset-substitution
theory is Alicia Munnall. Her response to the argument
that social security has a negative impact on savings is
that little evidence exists to support the contention that
the social security program has depressed personal savings.59
57Robert Eisner, "Social Security and Capital Formation,1
quoted in Alicia Munnell, "Social Security, Private Pensions
and Saving," New England Economic Review (May-June 1981):
40.
58Ibid.
59Alicia Munnell, The Future of Social Security (Wash
ington, D. C: The Brookings Institute 1977), p. 38.
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According to Munnell, three factors tend to undermine the
contention that social security has had a significantly
negative impact on saving and capital accumulation. First,
the saving rate has not declined since the introduction
of social security. Second, if the promise of social se
curity benefits significantly affected individuals' in
centive to save, resulting in a substantially smaller
capital stock, then one would expect a secular rise in
the rate of return on real assets. Finally, survey data
show that people retiring today have saved about the same
proportion of their income as people who retired thirty
years ago, indicating that social security has not led to
fin
a drastic reduction in saving.ou
Benefit Increased Dilemma
The final problem addressed in this section deals with
benefits that social security provides. One of the most
complicated elements surrounding the social security pro
gram has been its benefit structure. The basic principle
of the benefit structure is that it should have a definite
relationship to the earnings of the beneficiary.
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The benefits formula determines the basic pensions or
primary insurance amount (PIA). According to fechman,
Aaron and Taussig the formula has three key features. First,
a worker with low earnings history or with small earnings,
who has achieved fully insured status, receives a minimum
benefit. Second, a worker with average monthly earnings
(AME) above the minimum receives benefits that are graduat
ed with respect to earnings. Third, earnings in excess of
the taxable earnings maximum are ignored in computing bene
fits. In determining a family's benefit the PIA is increased
or reduced depending on age, sex, or family status of the
beneficiary.^1
If prices and wages did not change over time, benefits
could be based on a worker's history of money earnings with
out raising any problems. But since real wages grow, the
inclusion in benefit computations of earnings received early
in life makes benefits out of date to later level of earnings.
Inflation does not help solve this problem, because the
difference in the wage level in the early years of the work
ing life and that in later years is even greater.
61Joseph A. Pechman, Henry j. Aaron, and Michael E. Taussig,
Social Security Perspectives for Reform (Washington, D. C:
The Brookings Institution, 1968), p. 79.
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The problem arises with keeping benefits up to date
due to changing economic conditions when a worker retires
with an initial benefit properly related to his earnings
record already established. It is the adjustment of bane-
fits after retirement that has brought about the benefit
increase dilemma. Prices will change and productivity and
real wages will continue to grow after the worker retires.
It is necessary to understand how benefits are computed.
Benefits are based on a worker's lifetime average earnings
that were subjected to the social security tax. The PIA
is based on the average indexed monthly earnings (AIME).
According to an article in the Congressional Digest, the
first step in computing the AIME is to index the worker's
taxable earnings, i.e., earnings up to the maximum amount
subject to social security taxes for all years after 1950
and up to the year he or she attains age sixty (in retire
ment cases). The actual amount earned in each previous
year is increased by the percentage that average annual
earnings of all workers have increased between that year
and the year the worker turns sixty. Earnings are in
dexed to two years before a person becomes eligible for
benefits (for a retired worker, age sixty) because lags
in the availability of economy — wide data prevent
-47-
62
indexing to the year immediately preceding eligibility
The article further states that the PIA is computed from
the AIME according to a formula originally specified in
law and automatically up-dated every year to reflect in
creases in economy wide average wage levels. The percent
age figures in the formula remain constant but the dollar
amounts rise each year as average wages rise.63
In 1972, congress enacted into the social security
program a mechanism that allowed the benefit formula to
be adjusted automatically in response to changes in the
cost of living. Unfortunately, this adjustment contained
a technical flaw. According to Alicia Munnell, the adjust
ments not only over compensate workers for inflation, but
make replacement rates (the ratio of benefits to pre
retirement earnings) highly dependent on the interaction
of price and wage increases.64 Munnell further states
62-how Benefits are Structured," nonqressional Digest,
August-September 1981/ p. 197.
63Ibid., pp. 197; 224.
64Alicia Munnell, The Future of Social Security (Wash
ington, D. C: The Brookings Institute, 1977), p. 25.
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that the instability of the replacement rates is reflec
ted in the alarming estimated future costs of the social
security program, a large portion of which are unnecessary
and simply due to this intended feature of the 1972
legislation.
In 1977, Congress realized that the benefit formula
needed to be changed because each year the social security
benefits were baing increased by as much as $50.00 to
$100.00 a month. This was adding to the cost of the pro
gram and the benefits being paid ware replacing a larger
and larger percentage of a worker's earnings. The replace
ment rates were much larger than ever intended under the
original Social Security Act and ware adding greatly to the
financial problems facing the social security system. The
1977 Social Security Amendments, therefore, provided for
a change in the computation methods that would correct the
situation mentioned above. According to Henry J. Aaron,
in 1977, Congress enacted a system for adjusting social
security benefits over time which ensures that workers with
any given level of real earnings, who reach retirement in
-49-
successively later years, will receive progressively
higher real benefits. Aaron further states that Con
gress chose this method of adjustment because it concluded
that the ratio of social security benefits to wages — that
is, the '"replacement rate" — for workers at any given
relative position in the earnings distribution should
remain the same in the future as it is today. An impli
cation of this methods of adjustment is that workers at
any given level of real earnings will receive progressively
higher benefits, through operation of the weighted benefit
formula.67
The problems discussed in this section are the major ones
confronting the social security system. These problems have
led critics to assert that the "safety net" that most Ameri
cans expect to ease their financial burden during retirement
is crumbling. The extent to which effective policies will
be enacted at the national level will determine the viabili
ty of the system.
DDHenry J. Aaron, "Social Security Can Be Saved,
Challenge, November-December 1981, p. 8.
67Ibid.
VII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
During the first four decades of the establishment of
the social security system, the program did not experience
any controversies. The main reasons for this state of
affairs are due to the scale, ingenuity, and the attractive-
nass of the program to the public and the Congress. The
major factors that contributed toward the program's popu-
larity were the initial low cost and the assurance of
benefits as a right and the overwhelming support that the
program received.
Although the current problems facing the social security
system are complex, the system can be saved. In the first
place, interfund borrowing should become a permanent fixture
of the social security system. Secondly, the mandatory nature
of the system should be maintained. However, the system
should be revised in order to offer attractive benefits that
will rival other pension plans, such as Individual Retirement
Account (IRA).
The social security program is absolutely necessary for
the economic survival of millions of elderly and disabled
citizens. As such, the challenge that confronts the American
government today is restoring confidence of the youth
-50-
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and the elderly in the social security system. It is the
opinion of this writer that such a challenge could be met
through rational deliberations and planning. This could
be accomplished without undermining the basic assumptions
of the social security program and without reneging on the
promise made to the taxpayers.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are offered in the hope
that they will address the major problems that currently
affect the social security program.
1. public education programs should be
offered to the citizens so that they
would become conversant with every
aspect of the social security program.
2. The retirement age should be increased
to, for example, age 68 since most
Americans are living much longer.
3. Interfund borrowing should become manda
tory or alternative financing should be
provided for the system, e.g., general
revenue financing; especially if the
trust fund levels drop below 20 per
cent of what is needed to keep the
system afloat.
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4. congress must insure that changes
within the system are made incre
mentally rather than abruptly. .
5. The formula for determining bene
fits and average earnings upon which
benefits are determined should be
restructured in such a way that in
creases in benefits should be gradual,
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